Abstract. We construct a power-bounded isomorphism T: Lp -» L,, for 1 <p < 2, such that ln'l1,"Zo T'f¥.0 *s not a-e-convergent. 7"1 is also power-bounded.
carrying e¡ to x¡ for each i. If a is an element of an algebra and n is a positive integer then we put An{a) = /i-1S"~,j a'. An operator T: X -> X is power-bounded ifsupj|r"||<oo.
It will be convenient to work in Lp(0, 2) rather than in Lp (= /^(O, 1)). When functions /, g G Lp are given we denote by h = </; g> the function A G /^(O, 2) defined by h{t)_=J{t) for r G [0, 1] and h(f) = g(f -1) for t G (1, 2] . We also put (/ g) = /o/(')g(') *■ 2. Power-bounded operators. M. A. Akcoglu [2] modified an idea of D. L. Burkholder [5] to obtain the following. Lemma 1. Let l2 be the complex Hilbert space, and for each n let R": if -* l2 be the orthogonal projection onto [en + 1, en+2, . . . ]. Let {e"} be a sequence of positive real numbers. Then there exists a surjective isometry S: l2 -» l2 and there is a sequence 0 < nt < n2 < ■ ■ ■ of integers so that \\A (S) -Rk\\ < ekfor every k.
Corollary
1. Let l2 be the real Hilbert space, R": l2 -» l2 defined similarly and {e"} as in Lemma 1. Then there is a surjective isometry SR: l2 -> l2 and there is a sequence 0 < «, < n2 ■ ■ ■ of integers so that \\A (SR) -R2k\\ < £kfor every k.
Proof. Let A: l2^>l2 be the real-linear map sending (x" x2, . . . ) to (Re x" Im x" Re x2, Im x2, . . . ). Now put SR = ASA'*, the S from Lemma 1. Remark 1. Lemma 1 can be generalized so that it remains true for a Banach space X with a basis {xA: Let Pn: X-* X be given by P"(2 a¡x¡) = 21<n a¡xt, P0 = 0 and let {en} be as in the lemma. Then (a) There exist a power-bounded isomorphism T: X -> X and a sequence 0 < n, < «2 < • • • of integers so that \\A^iT) -(I -Pk)\\ < ek for every k.
(b) If the basis [xn] is unconditional and the scalar field the complex numbers, we can make T and T~l both power-bounded.
Sketch of the Proof. If {A,,} is a decreasing (increasing) sequence in [0, 1] and T: X -^ X is given by T(2 a,*,) = 2 A,a,oc,, then T G conv{P": n -0, 1,... } (respectively, T G conv{7 -P": n = 0, 1, . .. }). Since the basis constant K = sup11Pn11 is always finite, T is a well-defined operator and for every n, || T""!) < K (respectively, ||r"|| < K + 1). Now construct monotone sequences 0 < X, < X2 < Proof. Follows easily from S f\(AJ)(t)f dt = 2 \\AJ\\P < |l/f 2 |M"f < 00.
•'o By Lemma 1 and Corollary 2, there is an isometry S: l2^*l2 and a sequence 0 < /j, < n2 < ■ ■ ■ of integers so that 2p^(5) -R^W < oo. Now put T = BSB~XU + I -U. T is an isomorphism of Lp(0, 2), 7 and T"1 both are power- Since (/ -t/)/ = 0, we have the result using Lemma 2.
Remark 2. A technically more involved construction gives, for 1 <p < 2, an isomorphism T: 1^,(0, 2) -> 1^,(0, 2) having, in addition, the property that [An(T)f](t) is divergent a.e. in [0, 2] .
Sketch of the Construction. Since/» > 1, the Haar system {<£,} is an unconditional basis of Lp (see, e.g., [9] ). A simple modification of Kaczmarz' version [8] [4] ). Using a similar idea to the one used in our construction we can construct an unconditional basis {*,} of L and a function / = 2 otfXj G Lp with 2 a,oc,(0 a.e. divergent in [0, 1]. Again, for reasons of convenience we consider Lp(0, 2) instead of Lp. Using Pelczyñski's decomposition method ([11] ; see also [9] ), it is easy to see that if P is as in Remark 2 then (/ -P)Lp(0, 2) is isomorphic to lp and thus has an unconditional basis {z,}. Now define x2i_x = y¡, x2i = z, and/as in Remark 2.
